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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall consider the system 
g - X224(t) =f(t) u(t), 
u(0) = a, (l.lb) 
u’(0) = 6, (l.lc) 
where f(t) is defined and suitably restricted on 0 < t < cc and h is real. 
Roughly speaking, if f (t) is “small” for large t then (l.la) has two funda- 
mental solutions which for large t may be written 
u&) = eAt(l + o(l)), 
u2(t) = ecAt( 1 + o( 1)). 
Hence the solution to the initial value problem (1.1) is of the form 
(1.2) 
44 = 44t) + Azu,(t) 
= A,eAt( 1 + o(l)) + A,e-At(l + o(l)). (1.3) 
In many physical problems one is interested in those values of X (if any) 
such that u(t) -+ 0 as t + CO. The usual numerical approach to this eigen- 
value problem involves a calculation of u itself. Equation (1.3) suggests 
another way of proceeding. We note that A, and A, are actually functions 
of A. If h is an eigenvalue then A, = 0. Hence if the actual functional depend- 
ence of A, on X can be found this relationship may provide a numerical device 
for computing the eigenvalues. In this paper we shall use just this approach. 
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The basic ideas stem from a previous article [l] where solutions to the pro- 
blems of the form (1.1) are investigated by the method of invariant imbed- 
ding. We shall use several of the results of that study. 
In Section II the basic equations are derived. The form of the general 
solution differs somewhat from that given in (1.3). We then apply results of 
the classical limit point-limit circle theory to show that the arguments 
sketched in the previous paragraph may still be employed. This is done in 
Section III. Section IV discusses the way in which the method may actually 
be used in calculation, and this is followed by several examples in which 
eigenvalues have been successfully computed. Some indication of the nume- 
rical schemes used and the difficulties experienced is included. The final 
section takes up possible extensions of the method. 
II. THE BASIC EQUATIONS 
We shall consider the system 
dW) - - h%(t) =f(t) u(t), 
dt2 
o<t<co, 
X real, 
u(x) = cos 8, o<x<q 
u’(x) = sin 0, 0 < e < 27r, 
where f(t) is bounded and continuous on 0 < t < co and where 
I 
co 
If(t) Idt < 00. o 
(2.la) 
(2.lb) 
(2.lc) 
(2.2) 
Since problem (1 .l) is linear we may assume a2 + b2 = 1 without loss of 
generality. Thus (2.1) d re uces to (1.1) when x = 0. To emphasize the depend- 
ence of u upon the initial point x and the parameter 19 we shall frequently 
write 
u = u(t; x, e), d = ut(t; x, e). (2.3) 
Since x is considered as the initial value in (2.1), we consider u(t; X, 0) to be 
defined for t > X. For f as restricted there are indeed two fundamental 
solutions to (2.la) (see [2]) 
241 = E+(l + o(l)), 
u2 = e-At(l + o(l)). (2.4) 
Moreover, the following theorem can be proved exactly as in [l]: 
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THEOREM 1. The solution u(t; x, 19) of (2.1) may be written in the form 
u(t; x, 8) = eA(t-z){6T(x, 8, A) + P(t; x, 8, A)}, (2.5) 
where LX has continuous first partial derivatives with respect to x and 8. More- 
over, 
lpg(t;x,e,h) =o + Q-6) 
unajormly in x and 0, and 
kz qx, 8, A) = h cos 02; sin e . (2.7) 
It is now required to find an equation for a. Because of some complications 
which arise it seems desirable to include some of the details, although these 
were omitted in the corresponding derivation in [I]. We begin by computing 
u(x + A; x, 8): 
Also 
(2.8a) 
u’(x + A; x, 8) = sin 0 + O(f(x) + X2) cos 0 + o(d). (2.8b) 
Now we recognize that these values of u and u’ may be considered as initial 
values for a problem starting at t = x + d. However, since it is not likely that 
Ua(X+d;X,e)+U’a(X+d;X,e)=l 
we must introduce a magnitude factor and write 
u(x + A; x, 0) = rl(% 0) ax 4(x, O), (2.9a) 
u’(x + A; x, 8) = 7(x, 8) sin 4(x, 0). (2.9b) 
A simple calculation then yields 
* = 8 + O{(f(x) + X2) (303 8 - sin2 0} + o(d), (2.10a) 
7j = 1 + O(f(x) + h2) cos 0 sin 19 + o(d). (2. lob) 
By the very definition of u(t; x, 0) and the linearity of (2.1), we must have, 
fort 3x$-d, 
u(t; x, 8) = 7)(x, e) u(t; x + A, #). (2.11) 
In terms of (2.5) Eq. (2.11) may be rewritten 
@(x9 8, 4 + %(C x, 4 A) = e-+(x, 0) {@lx + 4 *, A) + %(C x + A, #, 4). 
(2.12) 
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From Eq. (2.6) we conclude that 
6Y(x, 8, A) = e-“T(x, 0) OL(x + A, #, A). (2.13) 
We may now replace 77 and # by their values as given in (2.10) and, using the 
differentiability of 02, find a partial differential equation satisfied by GL It is 
somewhat more convenient, however, to obtain such a differential equation 
for 
&9(x, 8, A) = qx, 8, A) - h cos “u’ sin e (2.14) 
since then S? is well-behaved for large X: 
go% qx, 8, A) = 0. (2.15) 
The equation for LB which finally results is 
g + [(fcx) + 1 + x2) cos2 e - 11 f$ 
= p - (f(x) + 1 + h2) cos e sin e] 9+, 8, h) - f$ cos 8. (2.16) 
Applying the method of characteristics as in [I] we obtain 
dx 
z= 1, 
de 
z = (f(x) + i + h2) ~0~2 e(x) - I, 
$- = [A - (f(x) + 1 + X2) cos ecx) sin e(x)] g - fJ$ cos etx). 
This system, together with (2.15), leads forma& to 
sqx, e,q = $ /If(g cos B(g 
* exp s C(f(P) + 1 + A”) 
5 
cos d(p) sin B(p) - h] dp 1 ds, 
do(s) 
- = (f(s) + I + h2)COS2 d(s) - 1, ds (2.18b) 
Qx) = 8. 
(2.17) 
(2.18a) 
(2.18~) 
Unfortunately, it is not at all obvious that the infinite integral in (2.18a) 
is actually convergent. The difficulty arises from the exponential term. That 
part of the integrand in the argument of the exponential which contains f (p) 
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is quite innocuous in view of assumption (2.2). However, the remaining 
expression 
s sr(l +h2) 
cos d(p) sin d(p) - X] dp (2.19) 
is troublesome. In crse h = 1 (the problem examined in [I]) Eq. (2.19) 
becomes just 
s 
s 
z (sin 2&p) - 1) dp, (2.20) 
which is nonpositive, since s 3 X. Hence when h = 1 convergence of (2.18a) 
is assured. For all other h values (2.19) is not obviously nonpositive. At 
present proof of the convergence of (2.18a) has been established only under 
additional restrictions on f. 
To overcome this difficulty we return to the original formulation (2.1) 
and make the transformations 
At = z, w = u a = w(z). c j (2.21) 
Then (2.1) becomes 
$ f4-4 - 44 = $f (fj w(4, (2.22a) 
w(h) = cos 8, (2.22b) 
$ w(z) jzzA2 = f sin 8. (2.22c) 
Now define 
0 = tan-l (+tanOj, 
(2 2 cos2 0 + sin2 0)112 
x 
and (2.22b) and (2.22~) may be written 
w(h) = cf cos 0, 
$44 = 6 sin 0. 
%=,I0 
(2.23a) 
(2.23b) 
(2.24a) 
(2.24b) 
Again using the linearity of (2.1) and noting that only h is of real interest, 
we find that it suffices to consider the problem 
g w(x) - w(z) =F(z) w(z), (2.25a) 
w(Z) = cos B (2.25b) 
w’(g) = sin 8, (2.25~) 
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where 
s = Ax, F(z) = $f (-y . (2.26) 
Problem (2.25) is in precisely the form discussed in [1] and (2.18) may be 
rewritten 
qa, 8, 1) = + s;F(S) cos 8(S) 
* exp I- 1: [ 1 - sin 24(p) (1 + q)] dp / ds, 
z = F(s) cos2 d(s) + cos 20(s), 
(2.27a) 
(2.27b) 
l@) = 0. (2.27~) 
The integral in (2.27a) is nicely convergent and the difficulties present in 
(2.18) have been eliminated. Of course, h now occurs in a much more compli- 
cated way, being concealed in F, x”, and 8. 
The corresponding solution to (2.25) will have the form [see (2.5) and 
(2.14)1 
(2.28) 
We now conjecture that the eigenvalues h of the original problem are 
determined by the condition 
q% 0, 1) + 2 
co~B+sinB=~ 
, (2.29a) 
or, in case (2.18a) is well defined, by 
qx, e,4 + a 
h cos 0 + sin 0 = o 
* (2.29b) 
It is not entirely clear that this is the case, since there is no a priori assurance 
that the terms eZ% or eAtl will not contribute. To resolve this difficulty we 
must turn to some known results. 
111. SOME CLASSICAL RESULTS 
Consider the equation 
r"(t) + we> =fH r(t), (3-l) 
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where p is an arbitrary complex number. Two fundamental solutions ma\ 
be obtained satisfying 
y,(O) = cos 0, y,‘(O) = sin 0; (3.2a) 
y,(O) = sin 0, y,‘(O) = - cos 0. (3.2b) 
If we write p = s2 then for large t and Im (s) > 0, 
yl(t> = e-YMd~) + o(l)), (3.3a) 
r2(t> = e-it’W2(p) + o(l)). (3.3b) 
We now require that m(p) be so chosen that 
w = 44 rdt> -+ Yz(t) (3.4) 
be in L,(O, co). The function m(p) is studied as a function of a complex 
variable in [3]. In particular it is shown that if m(p) has poles on the negative 
real axis then they are simple and bounded from below. 
Now lets = ih, h > 0, so that (3.1) reduces to (2.la) and (3.3) becomes 
n(t) = eVK(- AZ) + o(l)), (3.5a) 
y2(t) = WK- AZ) + o(l)). (3.5b) 
In order that # be inL,(O, co) it is clearly necessary that 
m( - AZ) Ml( - X2) $ M2( - h2) = 0. (3.6) 
The poles of m are precisely the zeros of Mi , and these zeros are then pre- 
cisely the eigenvalues of the problem defined by (3.1) and (3.2a) with 
p = - A2 (see [3], Chapter 2). But this is just the problem we have been 
studying in Section II, except that in the present section we have taken the 
initial point to be zero. Since this is obviously of no consequence we can 
state 
THEOREM 2. The eigenvalues X of (2.1) aye precisely the zeros, for X > 0, 
of (2.29a) OY (2.29b). Moreover, these zeros are simple and there is a largest. 
IV. THE APPLICABILITY OF THE RESULTS OF SECTION II 
Theorem 2 makes possible the actual use of the function 9 in the numerical 
computation of eigenvalues. Turning to (2.27a) we define 
L%T(zZ, 8, 1) = 3 sTF(s) cos 8(s) exp {*.a} ds, T > 5. 
f (4.1) 
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Since the integral in (2.27a) is convergent it follows that 99 and BT are arbi- 
trarily close provided T is large enough. Consider the first N eigenvalues: 
A, :> A, > --* > h, > 0. The simplicity implies that for E > 0 there exists a 
T such that 
I Ai - UT) I < l 7 j = 1, 2, a.*, N, (4.2) 
where the X$(T) are the corresponding h-zeroes of BT + (cos 0 + sin @/2. 
Now the truncation of the integral in (4.1) is equivalent to saying (see 
(2.26)) 
F(s) = $f (+) = 0 
for s > T, or f(s) = 0 for s > T/h. Hence if we assume f(s) = 0 for 
s > T’ = T/A,, then we obtain the approximation (4.2). 
The above observation is equivalent to saying that we might as well 
examine the problem 
U” - A% = i(t) 24, 
u(x) = cos 8, 
u’(x) = sin 0, 
{it; ~“d”” t < T’, 
t 9 t > T’. 
The results of Section II are not quite applicable .here because we assumed 
there that f (t) was continuous. A small modification of the proofs shows, 
however, that the results are still valid. Now for the system (4.3) Eq. (2.18a) 
may be written without any convergence troubles: 
iST,(x, 0, A) = & /l’f (s) cos d(s) exp (**e} ds, x < T’ 
s!lp(x, 8, A) = 0, x 3 T’. (4.4) 
Thus either (2.18) or (2.27) may b e used for actual computational purposes. 
THEOREM 3. For T su$ciently large the eigenvalues of (2.1) are appro- 
ximated by the X-zeroes of either 
=%+, 074 + 
X cos e + sin e 
2x 
or 
gT(% 4 1) + 
cos B + sin B 
2 * 
We might mention that our results also show that the Xj depend conti- 
nuously on the function f. 
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V. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In order to test the efficacy of the formulas obtained in Sections III and IV, 
we computed several specific cases using an IBM 709. In each instance the 
initial conditions specified by x = 0, 0 = n/2 were chosen. The system 
(2.18) was handled numerically with a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme. 
Integration was terminated when the relative change in .G? became less than 
a preassigned tolerance. The quantity 
B(% 6 4 + 
h cos 0 + sin B 
2x = 9 (0, ; ) A) + & 
was then tabulated as a function of h and its zeroes determined by linear 
interpolation. 
In general, some difficulty was experienced when the integration interval 
(0, T’) was large since round off errors tended to accumulate. Further, in 
some cases .?8 + 1/2h tends to be quite small, making detection of the eigen- 
values somewhat more difficult. Double precision computation and scaling 
techniques were used with reasonable success. It is felt that the problems 
encountered were of a nature that could be overcome by more sophisticated 
programming and that the success of the method is demonstrated. No effort 
was made to write an optimal “production-type” program as we viewed our 
efforts as strictly experimental. 
TABLE I 
f(Q = ~;~s& 
h 
Case 1: oi=S 
B + 1/2x h 29 + 1/2h 
.lO + 1.2162 
.20 + .3701 
.30 + .1340 
A0 + .0410 
.50 BOO0 
.60 - .0180 
.70 - .0249 
.80 - .0261 
.90 - .0242 
1.00 - .0208 
1.10 - .0168 
1.20 - .0124 
1.30 - .0081 
1.40 - a039 
1.50 .oooo 
1.60 + .0037 
X calculated X exact 
.5000 .5000 
1.5000 1.5000 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
x 
Case 2: OL= 11 
97 + 1/2x x I + 1/2x 
.lO 
.20 
.30 
.40 
SO 
.60 
.70 
.80 
.90 
1.00 
1.10 
1.20 
1.30 
1.40 
1.50 
1.60 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90 
2.00 
2.10 
2.20 
2.30 
2.40 
2.50 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
+ 
.6730.55 2.60 + .000019 
.172723 2.70 + .000030 
.052646 2.80 + .000036 
.013525 2.90 + .000038 
.000007 3.00 + .000037 
.004189 3.10 + .000033 
DO4820 3.20 + .000027 
.004189 3.30 + .000019 
.003222 3.40 + .OOOOlO 
.002285 3.50 .oooooo 
.001507 3.60 - .000009 
.000911 3.70 - .000016 
.000482 3.80 - .000022 
.000190 3.90 - .000026 
.oooooo 4.00 - .000028 
.000109 4.10 - .000029 
.000160 4.20 - .000025 
ml0174 4.30 - .000020 
BOO164 4.40 - .000012 
.000140 4.50 .OOOOO0 
.000111 4.60 + .000015 
.000079 4.70 + .000032 
.000049 4.80 + .000051 
.000023 4.90 + .000074 
.OOOOOl 5.00 + .000099 
- 
A calculated h exact 
.5ooo .5000 
1.5000 1.5000 
2.5000 2.5000 
3.5000 3.5000 
4.5000 4.5000 
EXAMPLE 1. 
a(1 - CY) 
‘@) = 4 cosh2 (t/2) 
This potential function was chosen since the eigenvalues of the problem are 
known exactly and a check was thence provided (see [3]). 
X=-+-Y, (r=O,l,..., [$-g,. (5.1) 
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Two cases were calculated, 01 = 5 and a: = Il. Table I shows the results, 
which are seen to be good to four and five figures. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
f(t) = - Cle-*G. 
Again in this case the eigenvalues are known as the solutions of (see [4]) 
(5.2) 
For the first test we chose C, = I .OOOO, C, = 1.5708 which leads to 
J 3.141s ,W4W = 0. 
Since J&y) = (2/n~)~/~ sin q, it is clear that 3.1416 h = 8 is an eigenvalue. 
Accuracy is excellent. An examination of Bessel function tables indicates 
there are no other eigenvalues and this is in agreement with our calculations, 
Table II, Case 1. 
For the second case we chose C, = 9.000, C, = 1.000. Here comparisons 
were made with available tables of Bessel functions tabulated for fixed 
arguments as a function of the index [5], and linear interpolation was used 
in solving (5.2). Since this method was rather crude it seems likely that our 
computed values are as reliable as the “exact” values to the number of figures 
given. 
TABLE II 
Case 1: C, = 1.0000, C, = 1.5708 
A a + 1/2A h .B + 1/2x 
.lO - .4646 
.15 - .0439 
.I6 + .0038 
.17 + .0445 
.20 + .1364 
.30 + .2737 
.40 + .3121 
.50 + .3183 
1.00 + .2648 
2.00 + .1769 
3.00 + .1312 
4.00 + .1041 
5.00 + .0862 
6.00 + .0736 
7.00 + .0614 
8.00 + .0569 
9.00 + .0511 
X calculated X exact 
.1592 .1592 
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TABLE II (Conthed) 
x 
Case 2: C1 = 9.0000, Ca = 1.0000 
.cB + 1/2x x 3 + 1/2x 
.lO + .2038 
.14 + .0371 
.15 + .0125 
.I6 - .0081 
.20 - .0619 
.30 - .1050 
.40 - .1044 
.50 - .0922 
.60 - .0774 
.I0 - .0628 
.80 - .0494 
.90 - .0375 
1 .oo - .0270 
1.10 - .0178 
1.20 -.0098 
1.30 - .0029 
1.34 - .0004 
1.35 + .0003 
1.36 + .0009 
1.37 + .0015 
1.38 + .0021 
1.39 +.0026 
2.00 + .0265 
3.00 +.0405 
4.00 + .0434 
5.00 + .0428 
6.00 + .0409 
7.00 + .0387 
8.00 + .0365 
9.00 + .0344 
10.00 + .0324 
X calculated h “exact” (see remark in text) 
.1561 .1558 
1.3456 1.3469 
EXAMPLE 3. 
f(t)=& vo, 0”:;;: 
The rather obvious square well potential case has exact eigenvalues given 
by 
tan [~(v, - A7117 = - (‘O TA2)li2 . 
The case V, = 4, a = 10 proved troublesome, yielding the small values 
of ~8 + 1/2h that we have mentioned and hence requiring double precision 
calculation. To avoid use of excessive space we give only the table entries 
in the neighborhood of the eigenvalues. (See Table III, Case 1.) 
A more tractable choice of parameters is V,, = 4, a = 5. Single precision 
arithmetic produces the accuracy indicated in Table III, Case 2. 
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VI. REMARKS AND SUMMARY 
We have presented an apparently new method for the numerical calcula- 
tion of the eigenvalues of a class of Schrodinger-like equations and have 
confirmed by actual numerical experiment that the device is computationally 
feasible. As yet there has been no attempt to compare known techniques with 
the new one. Whether an actual advantage has been gained in time, accuracy, 
simplicity, etc. remains to be seen 
The theory presented has its origins in the method of invariant imbedding. 
In [l] the phase shift problem for equations of the type 
3 SY =.04-Y 
was investigated by the imbedding device. Recently these ideas were extended 
PI to 
g+(l -pp)y=-f(t)y. 
TABLE III 
x 
Case 1: V,= 4, 
B + 1/2h x 3 + 1/2x 
.9200 + .I188 x 1O-5 1.7850 - .1272 x 10-O 
.9250 - ~5484 x 10-O 1.7900 + .I005 x 10-S 
1.3300 - .I226 x lo-’ 1.9000 + .1401 x 10-e 
1.3400 + .7113 x 10-a 1.9100 - .9279 x 10-l@ 
1.6050 + .1969 x 1O-8 1.9750 - .5778 x 10-O 
1.6100 - .1820 x 1O-B 1.9800 + .9124 x 10-O 
a = 10 
h calculated A exact 
.9234 .9203 
1.3391 1.3375 
1.6076 1.6054 
1.7856 1.7881 
1.9094 1.9085 
1.9769 1.9775 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Case 2: V. = 4, a = 5 
A D + 1/2h x 9 + 1/2x 
.4500 
SO00 
s500 
.6000 
.6500 
.7000 
1.0000 
1.0500 
1.1000 
1.1500 
1.2000 
1.2500 
- 
- 6.567743 1.3000 + .000610 
- 2.613162 1.3500 + .000541 
- 1.389685 1.4000 + .000448 
- .832714 1.4500 + .000344 
- .532550 1.5000 + .000241 
- .354619 1.5500 + .000145 
- .242506 1.6000 + .000063 
- .168825 1.6500 - .000002 
- .118909 1.7000 - .000048 
- .084327 1.7500 - .000073 
- .059968 1.8000 - .000076 
- .042600 1.8500 - .000058 
- .030114 1.9000 - .000018 
- .021093 1.9500 + .000042 
- .014563 2.0000 + .000123 
- .009841 3.0000 + .004248 
- .006443 4.0000 + .009189 
- .004019 5.0000 + .012915 
- .002313 6.0000 + .015388 
- .001137 7.0000 + .016917 
- .000351 8.0000 + .017792 
+ .000150 9.0000 + .018223 
+ .000445 1o.oooo + .018358 
+ .000591 15.0000 + .017118 
+ .000635 20.0000 + .015168 
- 25.0000 + .013411 
X calculated h exact 
1.0850 1.0780 
1.6483 1.6462 
1.9150 1.9169 
This suggests extending the results of the present paper to differential 
equations of the form 
and, more generally, to 
3 - (A2 + &NY =fWYv 
where q~ is suitable restricted. Work in this direction is currently being carried 
on. 
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